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ABSTRACT
Including disfluencies in synthetic speech is being explored as a way of making synthetic speech sound more natural and conversational. How to measure whether the resulting speech is actually more natural, however, is not straightforward. Conventional approaches to synthetic speech evaluation fall short as a listener is either primed to prefer stimuli with filled pauses or, when they aren’t primed they prefer more fluent speech. Psycholinguistic reaction time experiments may circumvent this issue. In this paper, we revisit one such reaction time experiment. For natural speech, delays in word onset were found to facilitate word recognition regardless of the type of delay; be they a filled pause (um), silence or a tone. We expand these experiments by examining the effect of using vocoded and synthetic speech. Our results partially replicate previous findings. For natural and vocoded speech, if the delay is a silent pause, significant increases in the speed of word recognition are found. If the delay comprises a filled pause there is a significant increase in reaction time for vocoded speech but not for natural speech. For synthetic speech, no clear effects of delay on word recognition are found. We hypothesise this is because it takes longer (requires more cognitive resources) to process synthetic speech than natural or vocoded speech.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various studies have shown that speech understanding can sometimes benefit from the presence of filled pauses (e.g., um and uh) and that words following a filled pause are recognised more quickly [8, 4, 3]. A study by Corley and Hartsuiker [5] showed that not just filled pauses but delays of any kind help auditory word processing. This study investigates whether synthetic speech understanding also benefits from delays in the form of either filled pauses or silence.

The end objective of this work is to produce synthetic conversational speech (interesting for e.g., artificial personalities, more natural speech synthesis) and including disfluencies in the synthetic speech is a possible way of achieving this. Evaluating a synthetic system which includes disfluencies however is not straightforward. The standard preference tests used in the synthetic speech field result in listeners either being primed to prefer sentences with fillers [1] or when they are not primed they prefer stimuli without fillers [6].

Experimental paradigms (e.g., reaction time and change detection experiments) borrowed from the field of psycholinguistics may be a way of circumventing this issue. First of all, in these paradigms listeners are not primed regarding the presence or absence of disfluencies. Secondly, listeners are not asked to judge the quality of the synthetic speech, they are asked to react to the speech they have processed. The idea is that if listeners respond to filled pauses in synthetic speech in the same way as they do to filled pauses in natural speech, we will have an indirect measure of the quality of synthetic speech and the validity of including disfluencies in synthetic speech will be strengthened.

A previous reaction time study [7], including filled pauses in synthetic and vocoded speech, showed that processes observed for natural speech were also observed for vocoded speech but not synthetic speech. The lack of effect for synthetic speech was hypothesised to be due to the poor quality of the synthetic filled pauses. In Corley and Hartsuiker [5] it was shown that delays in word onset facilitate word recognition regardless of the type of delay, whether they were filled with um, silence or even non-speech sounds (a tone). Corley and Hartsuiker refer to this as “the temporal delay hypothesis”, i.e., it is the temporal delay that facilitates word recognition rather than that speech understanding benefits from the presence of filled pauses such as um, uh, or similar. If this temporal delay hypothesis applies to
synthetic speech then the quality of the filled pause should be of less importance. The Corley and Hart-suiker study, a reaction time experiment, was replicated here for natural, vocoded and synthetic speech.

2. METHOD

The experiment consists of participants viewing pairs of images on a computer screen and following instructions to press a button corresponding to one of the images as quickly as possible. Details of the materials, speech types and experimental procedure are given below.

2.1. Materials

The same experimental materials were used as in [5]. The materials consisted of both auditory and visual stimuli. The auditory stimuli were instructions to press a button corresponding to one of the pictures in a pair. In the delay conditions, listeners heard an instruction with a delay directly preceding the target word. In the control conditions, the delay was earlier on in the sentence. The instructions were either:

1. Now press the button for the <delay> <target>, please.
2. Now press the <delay> button for the <target>, please.

The delay was either a filled pause um or a silent pause of the same length. In addition to the delay there was also a task difficulty manipulation. In the difficult condition the words were low-frequency (LF) words and visually blurred. In the easy condition the target words were high-frequency (HF) words and visually intact. Two sets of 16 pictures were used (examples of LF words: kite, snail, vase, etc., HF examples: bed, foot, tree, etc.). For details of how the frequency category of the words was determined see [5]. Each LF picture was paired with four HF pictures (never in the same combination) resulting in 64 picture pairs. Each picture was shown twice on the left, twice on the right and was a target twice: once in an instruction with an early delay and once with a late delay. The delay was either a filled pause (um) or a silent pause. Three picture pairs with mid-frequency items (lamp-cake, clock-knife, wheel-cow) were used for practice trials at the start of the experiment. Figure 1 shows an example of the picture pair snail/tree.

2.2. Speech types

The above described experiment was run using natural, vocoded and synthetic speech. The natural speech recordings have been described in detail in [4, 5]. To summarise, a female native speaker of English was recorded reading the list of target words embedded in the above carrier sentence. Target words, together with the word please, were removed from their original contexts and spliced into one version of the carrier sentence that had not originally included any of the target items. The delay was created by asking the speaker to insert an um “as naturally as possible” when reading a list of low-frequency items in carrier sentences. A single um that was judged most natural was selected and spliced in before the target word (delay condition) and before the word button (control condition). All targets start at 2297 ms, the um or silent pause is 1078 ms long.

The vocoded and synthetic speech were generated as in [7]. The vocoded speech was created by taking the natural speech and vocoding the stimuli using STRAIGHT [10]. The durations output by STRAIGHT are not exactly the same as the natural speech durations, due to the way silence is dealt with. The target onset for vocoded speech with um matches the natural speech at 2297 ms. For the silence condition, the target onset time is at 2270 ms (the length of the pauses is 1078 ms in both conditions).

The HMM-based synthetic speech was generated using HTS 2 [18] in a system newer than but roughly similar to [17]. All the target words were synthesised in the carrier sentence. The um was generated by the system but some additional padding was added by hand to make the pause the same length as the pause in natural speech. The silence delay was spliced in by hand. Target onsets were measured by hand and vary from 2413 ms to 2507 ms.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was run using OpenSesame [12]. The auditory stimuli were presented to native British English speakers with no hearing problems over Beyerdynamic DT770 headphones in individual sound-treated booths. In total 120 subjects took part, twenty per speech type. The participants were in-
formed that the study was about sentence comprehension and that the aim of the study was to follow instructions given in stressful situations. This minor deception was necessary to justify the disfluencies in the study. Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of PPLS, University of Edinburgh. The participants were explicitly told to be as fast and accurate as they could. Prior to the experiment starting, the subjects were given the three practice trials to familiarise themselves with the procedure. Following this, the 64 items were presented in a random order. The experiment took just over 5 minutes to complete.

3. RESULTS

For each of the experiments, there are 1280 responses (20*64). Before the data was analysed some of the responses had to be removed: One participant in Experiment 3 did not complete the task and so was disregarded, reducing the number of responses for that experiment to 1216. Furthermore, all incorrect responses (e.g., a subject clicking left when it should have been right) were removed, as well as all responses with a reaction time (RT) smaller than 0 ms and all RTs larger than 1100 ms. RTs < 0 indicate a participant responded before the target started, RTs > 1100 correspond to button pushes well after the end of the utterance. The number of discarded responses and the total responses included in the analyses per experiment are given in Table 2. Analyses were carried out by fitting Generalized Linear Mixed-Effects models, as implemented in the lme4 library in R [14, 2].

Table 1 shows mean correct reaction times (RTs) relative to target onset with standard error between brackets. Experiments 1 and 2 here are the same as Experiments 1 and 2 in [5].

In Experiment 1, which included natural speech and um as the local delay, we found that the delay led to only very small decreases in RT (7 ms) for the clear HF words, and marginally larger decreases for LF blurred words (12 ms). This effect was not significant, in contrast to what was reported in [5]. On the other hand, the effect of task difficulty was found to be significant with participants taking 48 ms longer to react to blurred LF images (p = .003) which is more in line with the results reported in [5].

In Experiment 2, which again included natural speech but this time with a silent pause as the delay, a significant effect of delay was found with participants faster by 36 ms in the delay condition (p = .03). The effect of task difficulty was also significant with participants taking 50 ms slower to respond to blurred images (p = .003).

Experiments 3 and 4 show results for vocoded speech. In the um condition (Experiment 3), a significant decrease of 42 ms (p = .008) in RT was found due to the local delay. The effect of task diffi-
The only robust result across all three types of speech (natural, vocoded and synthetic) is that it takes approximately 30 – 50 ms longer to react to blurred images than to visually intact images.

Natural and vocoded speech show a similar picture to the findings in Corley & Hartsuiker’s paper [5]. Experiments 2, 3 and 4 support their conclusion “… any delay in word onset can help word recognition”. There was a main effect of delay after a silent pause in both natural and vocoded speech and there was a main effect of the um delay for vocoded speech. However, the results for Experiment 1 only show a slight increase in the speed of word recognition after um.

No effect of delays was observed for synthetic speech. Neither the um nor the silence conditions led to increases in RT. This is in line with our previous RT experiments [7], which followed Fox Tree’s method [9, 8], and showed that filled pauses (uh) led to faster reaction times in natural and vocoded speech but slower reaction times in synthetic speech.

At the time this was hypothesised to be due to the poor quality of the filled pauses and prosody. In the current study, not only did we consider filled pauses but also silent pauses.

We found that listeners are significantly slower in experiments 5 & 6 (synthetic speech) compared to the same experiments using natural and vocoded speech. Our findings give support to the theory that processing synthetic speech requires a listener to apply more cognitive resources than when processing natural speech. In [16], Pisoni and colleagues illustrate that the perception of synthetic speech requires more cognitive resources citing studies from the eighties using formant synthesis. For instance, listeners took more time to process synthetic stimuli than natural stimuli in a speeded lexical decision task [13] and they needed to hear more of synthetic speech before reliably identifying whole words [11]. Our RT studies suggest that this also holds for modern statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS). Future work revisiting some of the lexical decision, word recognition and sentence verification tasks comparing SPSS and natural speech should further inform how the acoustic-phonetic characteristics of SPSS influence speech perception and how speech synthesis has evolved psycholinguistically compared to earlier approaches.

For now, there is no evidence that including disfluencies is beneficial in synthetic speech as the disfluencies do not seem to be processed in the same way as in natural speech. We hypothesise that no clear effects of delay on word recognition are found because synthetic speech takes so much longer to process than natural or vocoded speech.

All research data associated with this paper can be found at Edinburgh DataShare [15] (http://hdl.handle.net/10283/806).
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Table 2: Number of discarded trials per experiment, and the total number of included trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Incorrect</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#RT&lt;0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#RT &gt; 1100</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total responses</td>
<td>1203</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>1146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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